Mica NLRB Poll June 27, '301' Gives Full Backing

Workers at the Mica Insulator Co. Plant will have an opportunity to make UE their bargaining agent in an NLRB election on Friday, June 27.

The date of the balloting was set in a meeting between union representatives, company officials and the NLRB on Monday, June 20, for the next week's election. The company has not yet made a decision on what position it will take in the election.

'301' Spring Dance
Big Success

Last Saturday's big spring dance of the Ecran Club in Boston proved to be one of the most successful affairs ever run by UE Local 301 in recent years.

The annual benefit dance was held at the Rainbow Club, a popular dancing hall, and was attended by hundreds of club members. The dance featured music by the Ecran Orchestra, which provided an exciting selection of dance tunes.
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Syracuse UE Conference Maps Women's Pay Equality Drive

Seventy-five men and women from throughout upstate New York got together in Syracuse on Father's Day to do something for mothers and for millions of other working women throughout the United States. In a Women's Conference called by UE District Three, a 13-point program to end discrimination in pay and other benefits faced by working women was drawn up. Ernest Thompson, secretary of the UE National Pay Equality Convention, drafted the program which would put this practice into practice.

The program was addressed to various kinds of workers, executive officers of the New York State Department of Labor.

Local 301 was represented at the conference by women, who went to Syracuse in a special chartered car from the Mica insulation Co. and the UE in the hotel.

Turbine Overtime Balk Improves Vacation Pay

UE Local 301 in Syracuse recently won a second contract with the Metropolitan Telephone Co. The contract called for a 13-hour shift of work, and it included a provision for overtime pay.
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Win Washup Pact After Stoppage

A labor agreement was signed after a washup stoppage which lasted for three days. The agreement provides for a 10-hour work week, with a daily wage of $1.50.

Ellis Speaks Sunday

UE Local 301 members turned out in large numbers on Sunday, June 12, to support their union's efforts to win fair pay and working conditions for workers in the electrical industry.

The rally was held at the UE Local 301 hall, where members gathered to hear John L. Lewis speak. Lewis addressed the crowd on the importance of union organizing and the need for solidarity among workers.
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Mica Workers Hit Homestretch

Workers at the Mica Homestead Co., backed by ILGWU, stood tall this week as the labor struggle came to a boil. The company has already been open for some time, and the workers are determined to press their case. The strike has been called, and the workers are ready to take action. The union has called for a full-scale strike, and the workers are already mobilizing for the fight. The struggle is not over, and the workers are determined to fight for their rights. The Mica Homestead Co. is a major employer in the area, and the workers are determined to make their voices heard. The union is prepared to take on the company, and the workers are ready to do what it takes to win. The strike is on, and the workers are ready to fight.